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Abstract—This paper exploits blind source separation for
the purpose of multi-label classification (MLC). The proposed
method addresses the multi-label classification problem in two
stages, source separation of data consisting of two or more
observed classes followed by a single-label classification. This
method is evaluated on two data-sets: the new application to
electromagnetic interference (EMI) signals that are used for
high-voltage power asset condition monitoring, and overlapping
handwritten digits (multi-MNIST) for further model validation.
Our approach is compared to other deep neural networks such as
variational auto-encoder (VAE) and capsule network (CapsNet).
Results show high average precision on both data-sets and
outperform in most metrics other deep auto-encoding networks
that infer label decision from the latent variables distribution.

Index Terms—Multi-label classification, source separation,
variation auto-encoder, EMI technique, high-voltage asset diag-
nosis.

I. INTRODUCTION

The classification of faults in high-voltage power asset
diagnosis is usually tackled as a single class problem [1]–
[3]. The assets subject to condition monitoring include power
generators, isolated phase bus, induction motor etc. However,
in real-world applications it is very common to observe more
than one fault in a measurement which becomes a multi-label
classification problem (MLC). The nature of deep learning
neural networks usually allow for MLC by configuring the
appropriate activation and loss functions. This practical task
remains challenging in the machine learning field and deep
learning performance can be improved.

In this work, we approach the MLC problem from a dif-
ferent perspective by the combination of unsupervised source
separation and single-label classification of the separated
sources. A measurement here is considered to contain a
mixture of signals representing various faults and event types.
The proposed method is inspired by the blind source separation
method introduced in [4] which is based on a variational
auto-encoder (VAE). The latter method’s decoder estimates

separate sources from the latent space. The separated sources
are passed to a pre-trained neural network on single-label
data and the separate predictions are concatenated to account
for the overall multi-label prediction. For this stage of the
approach we employ a state-of-the-art deep residual neural
network (ResNet-18). The proposed framework is partially
supervised such that the separation stage is unsupervised and
the classification part is supervised.

VAE based solutions for MLC have been proposed in the
literature. In papers [5] and [6] the authors extend the vanilla
VAE at the latent variable level by including a Gaussian
mixture model to effectively approximate the posterior proba-
bility for multi-label prediction. The authors in [7] employed
a multivariate probit variational auto-encoder (MPVAE) and
exploits labels and features that are mapped to the latent
space from which a covariance matrix is learned for label
correlation. Authors in [8] proposed a similar deep label
embedding method to [7] called canonical correlated auto-
encoder (C2AE), which embeds both features and labels
through integrating deep canonical correlation analysis and
auto-encoder. These methods infer label decision from the
latent variables distribution and the encoding/decoding process
in both MPVAE and C2AE is label dependent i.e. the learning
is supervised. A number of other similar techniques have been
proposed in the literature such as [9]. In the first capsule
network (CapsNet) paper [10], an auto-encoder framework
based on capsules has been proposed. This framework supports
MLC which was demonstrated on overlapping MNIST digits.
However, the overlap was 80% and here we address the 100%
overlap scenario. Furthermore, CapsNet decoding is fully
supervised as it applies a mask, derived from the true targets,
to the latent space i.e. the input to the decoder. In this work
we evaluate our proposed method on the overlapping MNIST
digits as well as EMI data for fault detection. The latter was
previously investigated [11] using a Naive Bayes classifier and
1D-local binary pattern and 1D-histogram of gradient features



extracted from the data. Results of our proposed approach are
compared to this technique, as well as CapsNet and VAE latent
space based approaches.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follow. Section
II describes in detail the methodology. Section III describes
the data and experiments along with results. Finally, the last
section draws conclusions of this work.

II. METHODOLOGY

The overall proposed method for MLC is presented in Fig. 1
and is described in detail as follow.

A. Multi-label classification

The MLC problem in this work is tackled as a set of
variational encoder-decoder and classification model. A data
instance input x with k sources, defined in (1), is first encoded
by a VAE encoder qθ(z|x) [12], with learnable parameters
θ, producing latent variables z, which can be seen as the
concatenation of latent source variables zi; i = 1, ..., k.

x =

k∑
i=1

xi (1)

A multi-label set y = y1, ...,yc, with c being the total number
of classes, is associated with each instance x such that:

yj =

{
1, if class j is present
0, otherwise

(2)

Here, the number of 1′s per label set is equal to the number
of sources k. The different sources x̂i are generated by the
VAE decoder pϕ(x̂i|zd,i), with learnable parameters ϕ, from
priors over each latent source variable zd,i. The reconstructed
and separated sources summation accounts for the total recon-
structed output:

x̂ =

K∑
i=1

x̂i (3)

The priors zd,i are obtained using the reparameterization trick
[12] over each latent source variable as:

zd = µ+ σϵ, zd,i = µi + σiϵ (4)

where ϵ is a noise variable sampled from a normal distribution
with mean 0 and variance 1, µ and σ are the parameters of
a multivariate Gaussian distribution obtained from the latent
variables zi. Both the encoder and decoder are fully connected
neural networks with multiple linear blocks, each consisting of
a linear layer followed by batch-normalization and Gaussian
error linear unit (GELU) activation function [13]. Next, each
separated source label is estimated by a single-label classifier
f with learnable parameters w as:

ŷi = argmax fw(x̂i) (5)

The overall predicted multi-label set is achieved by concate-
nating the predicted labels from each source. A ResNet-18
architecture [14] is used for source feature extraction and
classification. The overall inference algorithm is summarised
in Algorithm 1.

B. Learning loss functions
Different loss functions are employed according to the

learning task. For instance, the total loss for VAE usually
consists of two main terms as defined in (6). The first term
aims to minimize the reconstruction error through the mean-
squared error (MSE) metric between the original and recon-
structed data. The second term is the negative Kullback-Leibler
Divergence (KLD) which aims to minimize the differences
between both distributions of latent variables and priors.

L = E
[
log(pϕ(x̂|z))

]
qθ(z|x))

−DKL(qθ(z|x) ∥ pϕ(x̂|z)) (6)

where E is the expected log-likelihood with respect to the
approximate posterior, in practice its equivalent is represented
by the MSE.

For the second part of the proposed method, categorical
cross-entropy loss is employed since the nature of this task is
single-label multi-class classification. This loss is evaluated
between the true and predicted multi-label sets y and ŷ
respectively as:

CE = −
c∑

j=1

yj log(fw(x̂)j) (7)

C. Performance metrics
Quantifying the performance of MLC is difficult and dif-

ferent from single-label classification, as each data instance
can be associated with multiple labels. In MLC one mis-
classification in the label set is not wrong or right. For instance,
identifying two classes out of three identified in the label set
is considered better than correctly predicting zero class out of
the three classes. Various metrics for this purpose exist in the
literature and the most commonly used performance metrics
are hamming loss, average precision, coverage and rank loss
[5], [15], [16]. The performance metrics are categorized in [17]
as: instance-based, which are calculated for each data instance
and averaged over all data instances. Label-based metrics that
are similar to instance-based metrics but instead it is calculated
for each label. Finally ranking-based metrics In this work we
evaluate the models performance with at least one metric from
each category, and these are: average precision, Hamming loss,
coverage, and ranking loss.

Average precision is defined as:

AP =
1

N

N∑
n=1

1

c

∑
j:ynj=1

|Lnj |
Anj

(8)

Algorithm 1 Source separation for MLC inference

Load learned parameters θ, ϕ, w
xN ← Select batch of size N instances
zN ← Encode xN into latent variables
ϵ, µ, σ ← Obtain parameters and calculate the priors zNd,i
x̂i ← Obtain the separated sources from the decoder
ŷi = argmax f(x̂i)← Classify
return concatenated predictions for each source ŷi



Fig. 1: Proposed multi-label classification method (a) data encoding (b) decoding and source separation (c) multi-label
classification step.

where Lnj = {r : ynr = 1, ŷnr ≥ ŷnj}, and Anj = |{r :
ŷnr ≥ ŷnj}|. A high AP value is desirable to determine a
model with good performance. The hamming loss measures
the symmetry difference between the true and predicted labels
averaged over the total labels, as defined in (9), hence the
smaller value the better the performance.

HL =
1

N

N∑
j=1

1

c

∣∣ŷnj∆ynj

∣∣ (9)

where ∆ is the symmetric difference represented by the
Boolean logic XOR operation.

Coverage is a ranking-based metric which determines how
many steps are required in the label set to identify all classes
present in each instance and is calculated as:

C = 1

N

N∑
n=1

max
j:ynj=1

Anj (10)

The best value of coverage is equal to the average number of
true class labels, which is equal to 2 in this work.

Ranking loss calculates the average fraction of present
class pairs (ŷa, ŷb)that are arranged incorrectly for each data
instance as:

RL =
1

N

N∑
n=1

1

||yn||0 × (c− ||yn||0)∣∣∣{(r, l) : ŷnr ≤ ŷnl;ynr = 1,ynl = 0
}∣∣∣ (11)

where ||.||0 returns the number of non-zero elements in a
vector and |.| returns the total number of elements in a vector
i.e. its cardinality.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

A. Multi-MNIST data-set

This data-set is created from the single-label handwritten
MNIST digits [18] which consists of 70,000 images from

10 classes (digits 0 to 9) split into two sub-sets, 60,000 for
training and 10,000 for testing. The images are 28 × 28 and
are used to pretrain the single-label ResNet model. The multi-
label data was created as follows. First, each of the training and
testing data sets are shuffled. Then, two consecutive images
are mixed through averaging and their respective labels are
concatenated to form the multi-label set. This results in 30,000
instances for training and 5000 for testing that are completely
overlapped. The number of sources per 28 × 28 instance is
therefore k = 2 for the 10 classes.

B. EMI data-set

This data consists of time-resolved signals captured using
the EMI technique [19] for insulation degradation monitoring
in high-voltage power assets. The signals were measured from
field operating assets with a variety of functionalities including
steam turbine generators, step-up transformers, gas turbine and
isolated phase bus. A device called PDS200 that operates
in-line with CISPR16 standard [20] was used to produce
the measured signals with a sampling rate of 24kHz and
2048 samples in length i.e. 84ms. Time-Frequency features,
specifically magnitude spectograms, were extracted from each
signal using the short-term Fourier transform (STFT) [21]
with hamming window of length 128 and an overlap equal
to 75% of the window length. This results in spectograms
of dimension 61 × 59. The number of sources in each data
instance is also k = 2 for three different classes: Arcing,
Partial Discharge and Exciter pulses. Each class represents
an insulation fault type. More detail on both single and multi-
label EMI data is provided in Table I. The total number of
instances for the multi-label data is 2302 and 3276 for the
single-label one, each split into 75% for training and 15% for
testing.

C. Models implementation and Comparison

In this work we experiment with and compare four different
MLC models based on VAE on both Multi-MNIST and EMI



data-sets and compare results to the method in [11] which
was evaluated on the same EMI data-set. The settings for each
method are described as follows.

1) Our method: which is the method described in section
II. Both parts of the models (VAE and ResNet) were ini-
tially trained and validated over 100 epochs using an Adam
optimizer with learning rate set to 2e−4 and a scheduler
that decays the learning rate by 0.99 after each epoch. for
experimental purposes and improved performance, the VAE
part with source separation was trained with different epoch
numbers that range from 100 to 50,000 epochs.

2) VAE with source separation only: This method is based
on the VAE with source separation and is referred to as VAE-
SS, but instead of classifying the separated and reconstructed
outputs, the classification is performed at the latent space level
through a sigmoid activation. Here, the employed learning loss
function is defined in (12), which consists of three main terms:
binary cross entropy (BCE) for the MLC, the MSE for the
reconstruction and the negative KLD for the latent variables
and priors as defined in (6).

L2 = BCE + L

= −
N∑

n=1

1

N
log

(
qθ(zn|xn)

)
+ L

(12)

The training parameters including optimizer, scheduler, learn-
ing rate, number of epochs are set as described in section
III-C1.

3) VAE-vanilla: This method is based on the implementa-
tion of a vanilla VAE with a similar architecture to VAE-SS
in III-C2 containing multiple linear blocks, each consists of
a linear layer followed by batch-normalization and rectified
linear unit (ReLU) layers in each of the encoder and decoder.
However, the source separation is not performed in this method
and the employed learning loss function defined in (12).

4) CapsNet: We test the method proposed in [10] where
the authors previously classified the multi-MNIST data con-
structed by overlapping two digit images with 80% overlap.
Here, we address a slightly different problem where all of
our data-sets have a 100% overlap because the EMI data is
captured from real-world with full overlap. The employed loss
function is the margin loss that was designed for the class
capsules. This model was trained over 100 epochs using Adam
optimizer starting at a learning rate of 2e−4 which is reduced
by a scheduler when the training loss reaches a plateau up
to a minimum learning rate of 1e−6. All experiments are

TABLE I: EMI data information

Label type Fault label # instances

Single-
label

Arcing
1092Exciter pulses

Partial Discharge

Multi-
label

Partial Discharge and Exciter pulses 1122
Partial Discharge and Arcing 590

Exciter pulses and Arcing 590

implemented in the PyTorch framework and run on NVIDIA
RTX3090 GPUs.

D. Results and Discussion
The results presented in this section are based on model

inference after successful training. The model achieving the
best training loss, across all epochs, is selected for perfor-
mance evaluation and results are presented in Table II. It is
observed that our method outperforms the others in all metrics
on the multi-MNIST data-set and achieved the best average
precision in EMI data. CapsNet achieved the lowest ranking
and hamming losses and good coverage value was achieved
by most methods except for method in [11] on the EMI
data-set. For experimental purposes, we show in Fig. 2 that
the classification performance improves with the number of
epochs in our proposed method, whereas it is steady for VAE-
SS and VAE-vanilla. The difference between these models
is the independence of the encoding/decoding terms in the
training loss from the classification loss in our method, which
may play a role in obtaining better reconstructed results. This
is linked to generative adversarial networks (GANs) where the
longer a model is trained, the better the performance.

Fig. 3 illustrates STFT examples of Partial Discharge and
Exciter, Exciter and Arcing patterns as original mixed sources,
their reconstructed version and the separated sources by the
VAE. The figure shows distinguished patterns and separation
for each of the sources, where the last row represents Exciter
pulses, and the second last row shows a Partial Discharge
pattern in the first column and Arcing in the second one.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we present a novel method of addressing the
MLC problem which is based on unsupervised source separa-
tion through a VAE model and single-label classification using
the ResNet deep neural network. The method performance
was evaluated on two data-sets: the benchmark multi-MNIST
and a new application to EMI data used in high-voltage asset
condition monitoring. Our model was compared to four other
methods of which two are based on VAE, the supervised
CapsNet model that was previously used to classify multi-
MNIST data, and a Naive Bayes classifier proposed for the
same EMI data. Our results show better performance in multi-
MNIST and higher average precision on EMI data.

TABLE II: Performance results comparison of MLC models,
best results are underlined

Method Data-set HL ↓ C ≃ 2 AP ↑ RL ↓
Our
Method

multi-MNIST 0.02 2.66 0.93 0.05
EMI 0.15 2.37 0.92 0.23

VAE-SS multi-MNIST 0.09 5.19 0.68 0.25
EMI 0.16 2.00 0.76 0.24

VAE-
vanilla

multi-MNIST 0.07 4.63 0.73 0.20
EMI 0.16 2.00 0.75 0.24

CapsNet multi-MNIST 0.03 2.83 0.88 0.07
EMI 0.05 2.00 0.73 0.06

Method
in [11]

multi-MNIST - - - -
EMI 0.35 1.02 0.78 0.34



(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: (a) Average precision and (b) loss results vs number
of training epochs on EMI data-set.
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